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BENJAMIN  MOORE

Decorator's White - 

 It holds just a touch of gray that doesn’t look too

sterile or yellow in most light. A modern cabinet

color favorite, and a great choice for pairing with a

gray space. 

 

This is a great choice when pairing with quartz,

marble, or a room painted in cool colors.  

White Dove - 

A clean white that feels custom and natural

creamy greige. Cabinet favorite because it has very

little yellow making it a versatile, warm white.  

 

Use this on cabinets, trim and walls!  

Simply White - 

 A flexible white that can go simply,  anywhere. It

has enough warmth to be used on walls in a

modern or traditional home.  A brighter white but

not as bright as Chantilly Lace. This is a simply

versatile paint color.  

 

It is great for cabinets, trim and doors as it still feels

fresh and crisp. 

Maritime White -

I use this white a lot in spaces with travertine or

pinky-beige tile.  

 

Use if you're looking for a bit of warmth in your

white paint.  



Calm - 

A warmer white with a greige hue. It is part of the

Benjamin Moore off-white collection as it offers

subtle nuances of white.  

 

Test this one but use calm with greighes and warm

counters and tile.  

Crisp Linen - 

This white has a touch of warmth. A truly classic

cream.  

 

Use this when pairing with warm colors. 

Intense White - 

This is an off-white with a hint of green and bit of

gray. I wouldn’t call it intense, but versatile! This

color can even be used as a main color or exterior.  

 

Use paired with gray, greens where your looking for

a crisp contrast.  

Cloud White -

An off-white color, this is a favorite white from

Benjamin Moore. Although this paint has a slight

creamy yellow hue,  It is a neutral, warm, cream

without feeling too yellow. This pairs with most

colors if you're looking for a soft white this is your

color. 

 

Great to use on cabinets, millwork and ceilings.  

Chantilly Lace - 

This is a bright white with without any noticeable

nuances (i.e. yellow). This clean, crisp white is my

go-to for trim, doors, and ceilings. It can appear a

bit sterile in some environments, so make sure you

test this one. 

 

Use this If you're looking for a pure white, that is

bright and crisp. Use on ceilings as well.  



BENJAMIN  MOORESHERWIN WILLIAMS

Eider White - 

 A greige white that pairs well with gray and cool

colors. Not a true white, but does have a hint of

warmth so make sure you test and compare this

color before pairing with counters and trim.  

 

Use it as a trim or main color.  

This paint color has a slight yellow that creates a

nice creamy base.  

 

Perfect paired with most colors when looking for a

soft contrast.  

Westhighland White -

Alabaster - 
Probably the most popular white from Sherwin, a

versatile white that works in most environments.  

 

Pair with gray and blues.  

Creamy - 

A go-to cream for Sherwin Williams. This white is

actually cream with a touch of yellow for that soft

warmth.  

 

Great for exterior / interior trim to soften up a

warmer main color and tone down the contrast.  

Natural Choice - 

 A warm cream white with out a lot of yellow. Also

a beautiful choice to use on your walls if you

looking to add a warm white to a room without

looking too tan. 



Extra White - 

The go-to bright clean true white. No noticeable

color hues in this white, just a perfect bright white.  

 

Use this for trims, ceiling and millwork. 

This is a creamy white that has so much warmth

you might want to use it as a main color. A true go-

to cream color. Similar to Creamy but a touch more

peach.  

 

Great to use as a wall color or bathroom cabinets

and travertine tiles. 

Dover White - 

A really lovely white that has a bit of greige to it. So

incredible you’ll want to paint your whole space in

it. A perfect amount of warmth to add color, with

no yellows.  

 

A perfect white for walls and paired with pure

white for trim.  

Incredible White - 

Pure White - 

With just a touch of gray to this white, it is a great

clean white that won’t read yellow.  

 

Pair it with grays, or use as a ceiling and trim color. 

Snowbound - 

A white with a touch of pink that you rarely can

see. I use this color often to add just a hint of

warmth to any space.  

 

It works nicely for ceilings and paired with greige or

warm wall colors.  



With all colors, don’t forget to test your

colors. Compare large color swatches

to your fixed elements such as

counters, tile, and carpet to make sure

you have chosen the right color.  

For more information, free resources

and my services, visit

www.yourcolorconsultant.com 


